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CLOSETS
Order, which is the basis of beauty, is possible only where there
are plenty of closets. Many small closets are more useful than a
few large ones; even a small house needs at least ten closets.
Clothes closets of the wardrobe type, slightly deeper than clothes
hangers, are convenient and space-saving, their chief drawback
being that their sliding or swinging doors occupy considerable wall
space. Partitions between rooms may consist of shallow closets.
Closets are often combined with dressing rooms, so as to eliminate
chests of drawers from bedrooms which serve also as sitting rooms.
Prefabricated units of shelves, sliding trays, and drawers are de-
sirable for such closets. Women's closets should have high poles
for long dresses, medium space for day dresses, and short spaces
for blouses and jackets. Men's closets should be planned in the
same manner. The spaces above and below the clothes are useful
for shelves or drawers, to hold hats, shoes, or whatever is necessary.
A coat closet near the front door is required for family wraps.
Unless a near-by bedroom can be used for visitors' wraps, a second
coat closet is advisable. It should have shelves for hats and an
umbrella rack in addition to a rod for coat hangers.
A clothes storage closet which can be mothproofed and locked
should hold blankets and winter clothes in summer, and summer
clothes in winter. Two dustproof linen closets or cupboards are
needed, one for table linens and one for bedroom linens. A cleaning
closet is required for broom, floor mop, and vacuum cleaner*
UTILITY ROOMS
A house with a basement may require only a storage closet on
the first floor, but one without a basement needs a utility room for
storage cupboards, heaters, laundry equipment, freezing unit, work
table, garbage can, and miscellaneous articles. A farm-house utility
room is also a dirt-catching room where work clothes and dirty
shoes are kept and washing facilities are provided. A storage room
may be an inside room without windows, A utility room can be
made attractive now that laundry machines, tubs, and dryers are
designed in good-looking block forms which are built in. See
page 175, A combination nrility-Iaundry-breakfast area may be
built as an alcove off the kitchen and decorated exactly like it.

